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Love never made headlines in Clarity Dunkirkâ€™s life until she meets a handsome stranger at her

fatherâ€™s faculty mixer. As the daughter of the Dean of Students and a junior at Landsman

College, Clarity kept her life organized and focused. After witnessing the wreckage her

free-wheeling mother left behind, Clarity was determined to follow a carefully planned path to a good

career. The last thing she wanted was a passionate love affair, but she knows from the first moment

that this man is different.Ford Bauer never wanted to be a professor. As a journalist, he stumbled

across the wrong story and was quickly shut down by the rich men that wanted their secrets kept.

Discredited and disgraced, Ford found work at Landsman College. He is determined to keep his

head down and ignore the truth, until he meets Clarity. Clarity inspires Ford to finally face his own

mistakes and take the first steps to getting his life and his integrity back. When Clarity discovers the

tempting man is her journalism professor, she draws a line. She helped her father pen the

collegeâ€™s Honor Code, and relationships between faculty and students are strictly forbidden. Still,

Clarity can not get Ford Bauer out of her mind, and, whatâ€™s worse, her father invites him over for

Thanksgiving.Oh myâ€¦*This steamy sexy bad boy alpha male romance is perfect for fans of Cassie

Cross, Hannah Ford, Deborah Bladon, Kendall Ryan, Lauren Blakely, and J.S. Scott*
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This book is about rules set in most colleges, to prevent teachers from getting involved with

students. Clarity is the Dean of students daughter , Ford is professor who teaches journalism. Ford

has an instinct attraction to Clarity but tries to avoid her at all cost. Clarity is a good girl who always

follows the honor code of the college. They end up giving in to their desires but the once "electric

vibes" we're very short circuited in the writing department. It was not a not sexy romantic

connection. This author just hasn't developed the skills to knock a story out of the ballpark.I have

read the other books in this box set and reviewed them, they are average at best.

Very bland for a love story. I've read much better versions of a love story than this. Christian Aunt

Sophia could read this and not be offended. The only saving grace was a little information about

writing. I did not read the other two books as I felt if the first one was so bland, so would the next

two. I sent it back for a refund.Alpha type man my foot !!

So glad that I read this book! I didn't read this in one sitting but I didn't want to because I really loved

the characters and the world that the author created for her readers. This book isThe author teases

the reader many times with the sexual aspect of this relationship but it doesn't happen until very

close to the end of the book but that's what I loved about this book. It kept me hooked until the end

because of not only the two main characters Clarity and Ford but the other characters that surround

them in the well developed, well written story. It has suspense, fun characters, a tease or two,

angst, witty banter, intelligent content and most assuredly LOVE! It is not an insta-love story but

there is an attraction that neither one of them can deny but the author hints at it and carries us along

on a more realistic story of people that want to be with each other but they respect each other and

the relationship enough that they don't have to jump into bed on page one.Loved it and will definitely

read more from this author!!!

There were at least 5-6 books that I read and each of them was beautiful and exciting and I loved

reading them. I finally finished the last of the books and it was amazing.Thanks,Hengy

I really enjoyed this book.I am happy to give my honest review for my ARC that I received. The

characters are charming and easy to believe, that these types of situations happen. Girl meets hot

guy at her dad's work party, only to find out he is her new college professor and completely off

limits. But you can't help what the heart wants no matter what the head is saying. I loved all the

plots that all intertwined with each other. This was really cute read. I couldn't put it down I started



and finished in one setting.

I was given an arc copy for a honest review about the book and the story was good and the

characters were fantastic. Ford was a journalist who discovered some very rich and powerful men's

secrets and he found how quickly they could destrogen his reputation and career. When he could

find no work in his field he became a professor . he met the dean's daughter clarity and their story

beginsand their lives will change. I recommend you read this book.

I was given an arc copy for a honest review & thoroughly enjoyed it. Great balance of romance &

intrigue of investigative journalism.I enjoyed the sexy prof. & fiesty student, their lively banter &

fierce loyalty.The story was well written & a pleasure to the end.

Love the chemistry between Ford and Clarity. Bad Professor was a sweet story of two people

people trying to find their way in life. Clarity was determined to stay on the straight an arrow. She

lived her life in between the lines following all the rules. Ford found himself working as a Professor

after his career was pulled out from under him. He has had a rough start and has made mistakes,

but once he meets Clarity, he starts to see things clearly. (No pun intended) ðŸ˜‰ They try to do the

"right" thing and follow the rules, but realize that their feelings and emotions are leading them down

a different path - a path that they want to take together. Sweet teacher/student romance. I

recommend.
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